AT HOME: MAKE a dream journal.
DRAW or WRITE your dreams for
a week, begin each entry with IN A
DREAM I SAW …

LOOK–THINK–MAKE
ACTIVITY MAP
Enjoy investigations and activities
in the Ground Floor Gallery, plus ideas
to try at home!
This exhibition, IN A DREAM YOU SAW A WAY TO SURVIVE
AND YOU WERE FULL OF JOY, is made up of over 50
artworks, including photographs, drawings, sculptures
and films. The artworks are arranged in four sections:
SLEEPING, WORKING, DANCING and MOURNING. Through
these themes , the exhibition explores horizontality.

POST a photograph of your drawing
or writing to our Facebook page
#dreamdiary

LOOK for small drawings of icebergs.
THINK about when these drawings
were made and why. MARK on the
globe where icebergs form.

How many hours a day do you spend
in a horizontal position? ............
Can you describe your preparations
for sleep? Where do you sleep?

What percentage of an iceberg is hidden
under water........
Why is that?

LOOK for a sculpture, photograph or
drawing of a sleeping person. Can you
copy this pose? THINK about who the
sleeping person might be, who the artist
is and how the artwork was made.

DRAW or WRITE the dream this person
might be having here.
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DRAW some animals
that live in the South Pole.
AT HOME: INVENT your own
dance routine and MAKE a special
costume to create and exaggerate
your silhouette using layers of
clothes, paper or fabric.

LOOK for the sculpture of Eleanor of Aquitaine.
This is a copy of the effigy which marks her burial place in
Fontevrault Abbey. THINK about how we remember and celebrate
people who have died, in sculptures, songs, books and plays. MAKE
a line drawing of this sculpture, like the nearby ink drawing by
Oswald Tschirtner.

POST a photograph of your
costume to our Facebook page
#serpentinedance

POST a photograph of your drawings to
our page #AntarcticAnimals

WRITE a poem, using rhyme or repeating
words to express the movements, pace
and shapes of your dance.

AT HOME: WRITE and PERFORM
a play with Eleanor’s ghost as the
central character.

POST a photograph of your
performance to our Facebook page
#ghostofeleanor

AT HOME: MAKE your own mini
iceberg by placing a bag or
container of water in your freezer
overnight. When the water
is frozen, remove it from the
container and float it in a shallow
bath or basin of saltwater.
WATCH it change shape.

CO

LOOK for the film of a colourful dancer
spinning and twirling. THINK about when and
how the film was made. Can you FOLLOW the
movements of the dancer?
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